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guest editor note

Welcome to the inaugural issue of Shop, Brisbane City’s ultimate shopping
guide, bringing you the best of the CBD’s sartorial offerings. Meet our guest
editor Liz Sunshine, fashion photographer and founder of Street Smith.

Brisbane has morphed into a serious style contender in the
past few years. My work sees me spending a lot of time in
Sydney and in my hometown of Melbourne, but Brisbane
definitely holds its own in the style stakes. I haven’t really had
the chance to spend a lot of time in Brisbane, but I’d been
hearing for a while that there were some amazing things
happening creatively so I was really keen to see for myself.
Coming to Brisbane, the city was everything I was hoping
for and more! From the minute I stepped off my flight into that
perfect Queensland weather, the stage was set for a beautiful
weekend. My visit gave me the opportunity to highlight
the unique and amazing street style of Brisbane, which is
essentially what Street Smith is all about!
Wandering around and exploring Brisbane City was a really
special and unique experience – it surpassed anything I was
imagining. The high-end retail offerings, incredible boutiques,
distinctive street style and flourishing subculture were amazing.
So I hope you enjoy the first issue of Shop, uncovering the
many shopping gems that The City has to offer.
Enjoy,
Liz Sunshine

SEE MORE OF LIZ’S BRISBANE EDIT OF
STREET SMITH IN STREET STYLE ON PAGE 18.

“Brisbane
definitely holds
its own in the
style stakes ...”
#SHOPBRISBANECITY
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the royal treatment
The Queen Street Mall is the jewel in Brisbane City’s crown,
filled to the brim with retail options for all tastes and budgets.

WHAT YOU NEED
With an impressive mix of high-fashion
retail, boutique Australian designers and
international brands, the Queen Street Mall
has your shopping needs (and wants) more
than covered. The mall has a number of
individual shopping centres, arcades and
stand-alone stores offering a diverse range
of retail fun for everyone.

RETURN OF THE MAC

A TOUCH OF HISTORY

Tucked away at the end of the Queen Street Mall just
across Edward Street, MacArthur Central is a haven
of convenience. Boasting The City’s only Apple Store,
MacArthur Central is also home to Big W, JB Hi-Fi
and a full-size Woolworths for all of the essentials.
Beauty buffs are well taken care of with Di Vine
Hair, Brazilian Beauty and Priceline all on offer.

The stunning heritage-listed Brisbane Arcade is a
bona fide city institution, housing some of the oldest
and longest-running businesses in Brisbane. Citygoers
can look up to marvel at the Edwardian Baroque-style
street facades and climb the original terrazzo stairs
while browsing the unique wares on offer. Be sure
to visit Room with Roses for high tea post shop.
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THE GANG’S ALL HERE
Towards the top of the mall, with entrances on Albert
and Elizabeth Streets, is The Myer Centre, brimming with
prime retail from many of your favourite national brands.
As well as housing a multi-level Myer store (Queensland’s
largest, in fact) with more brands than you could possibly
dream of, there is also a great selection of specialty
stores and food outlets. A one-stop shop, you will find
everything from hairdressers, barbers, supermarkets
and a cinema all conveniently located in the one space.
There’s even a carwash in the car park! The Myer Centre
is also steeped in history, having opened just in time for
the World Expo in 1988. The top level used to house the
Tops fun park, and rockers My Bloody Valentine played
at the now defunct Funkyard back in the 1990s. Cool!

FEELING FANCY
For those who like more than a touch of luxe with
their shopping experience, QueensPlaza is the perfect
destination. Featuring a spread of local and international
luxury brands, the centre is known as the place to go
for high-end retail therapy. Design houses such as
Louis Vuitton and Tiffany & Co. call QueensPlaza home,
treating Queen Street Mall shoppers to their immaculate
street-facing displays. QueensPlaza is also home to a
multi-level David Jones that features clothing, cosmetics
and homewares. Shoppers who find themselves needing
a helping hand navigating the fashion offering can take
advantage of the complimentary styling and personal
shopping service located within the centre.

FRESH AND FUN
It’s hard to miss the stunning butterfly-adorned
facade of the Wintergarden, which illuminates the
mall at night in breathtaking style with 24,000
multicoloured LED lights. The centre is home to a
number of flagship retailers including the likes of Coach
and Seed, as well as specialty retailers you can’t find
anywhere else. This fashion hub also houses Brisbane’s
first PappaRich restaurant, situated in the lifestyle and
leisure precinct on level one. As well as being a style
destination, Wintergarden is also the place to go for
fun – with a Strike Bowling Bar, karaoke and laser tag,
you’ll want to make some time to see it all. What better
way to unwind after a hard day of shopping, right?
#SHOPBRISBANECITY
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find your threads
From chic statement finds to timeless pieces,
Brisbane City has something for every kind of fashionista.

Image: Topshop

AROUND THE WORLD
There’s no need to board a plane to find
international fashion – Brisbane City has
the best international brands on your
doorstep. From the functional Japanese
threads of UNIQLO to American fashion
powerhouse Forever 21, it’s all covered.
You can get a taste of the UK at H&M and
Topshop, or pick up a trendy piece from
Spain’s retail giant Zara. The offering at
these stores will ensure you stay on top
of international trends and at the forefront
of the style stakes.

THE CLASSIC ROAD

CITY MEETS THE SEA

Known as an Australian
wardrobe staple, the
threads from Country Road
have been made with a
local way of life in mind.
The classic cuts and fine
tailoring can take you from
workplace to weekend.
180–182 QUEEN ST

Boasting the best of both worlds,
City Beach is a haven for those who
like to dance between the coast and
the streets. From humble beginnings in
1985, the brand has grown into one of
Australia’s largest purveyors of quality
street, skate and surf brands. The City
store even has a half‑pipe built in –
these guys walk the talk!

07 3003 0671

120 QUEEN ST | 07 3405 8820

I WANT IT NOW
At Bardot, it’s all about being
first – the look of the moment
is delivered fast, fresh and with
plenty of sartorial sass.
THE MYER CENTRE | 07 3229 0526
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“Fashion is the armour
to survive the reality
of everyday life.”
Bill Cunningham

RESORT RULES

A CLASSIC FORMULA

GROWING STYLE

The designers at
Scotch & Soda spare
no effort or expense
when it comes to details
and fine-tuning their
garments. The classic
and vintage styles
on offer are influenced
by the brand’s European
roots, adding a touch
of Amsterdam to
every piece.

From its beginning in
2000, Seed Heritage
has grown into a brand
that focuses on unique
designs for women and
children, and products
made from natural fibres
and fabrics. The threads
on offer are classics
with a modern edge,
adding pep and punch
to any wardrobe.

201 ELIZABETH ST

101 QUEEN ST

153 ADELAIDE ST

07 3003 1020

07 3012 7749

07 3221 7881

An iconic Australian
brand, Zimmermann has
always stayed true to its
vision of creating classic
feminine pieces that
don’t shy away from the
bold and colourful side
of life. Its ready-to-wear
and resort collections
have graced the bodies
of Kendall Jenner and
Beyoncé.
QUEENSPLAZA,

BLUE JEAN BABY
Denim rules the
roost at Cotton
On, featuring
everything from
casual basics to
fun in-season
designs.
90 QUEEN ST
07 3210 6839

WORD ON THE STREET
When it comes to street style, Culture
Kings has its finger firmly on the pulse.
Not content with stocking standard
street and skate brands, the collections
here are curated to encompass custom
pieces and limited releases that you
won’t find anywhere else. This threelevel mecca even includes an in-house
barbershop and DJs spinning every day
– it’s a store that has truly committed to
the street, skate and baller lifestyle.

SPICE UP YOUR LIFE

Few Australian clothing retailers
have the iconic status of Sportsgirl, a
brand that stays ahead of the game.
As a leader of the pack, Sportsgirl
also makes a point to discover and
nurture the next generation of talent.

From humble beginnings at the
Sydney Markets in 1975, Sheike has
since evolved into a fashion staple for
women across Australia. Operating
under the ethos that life is simply too
short to wear boring clothes, Sheike’s
ever-evolving range is anchored
with quality statement pieces that
are distinctly feminine without being
obvious. Playing with colour, texture
and print ensures that the store is
always stocked with head-turning
designs for special occasions.

91 QUEEN ST | 07 3210 6899

WINTERGARDEN | 07 3007 7230

181 ELIZABETH ST | 07 3211 4838

WHAT A GOOD SPORT

#SHOPBRISBANECITY
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shop small

These local spots feature unique retailers with a very
distinct Brisbane style – shine on, individuals!

HOME OF HERITAGE
Since 1923, the stunning Brisbane Arcade has been
home to a number of established and emerging
designers and retailers that all have a certain special
spark. These days, the assembly of iconic Brisbanebased fashion designers in the arcade includes such
names as Darb Couture, Irma J Smith House of
Fashion, Maiocchi, Pia du Pradal and Tengdahl,
and in these stores it is not uncommon to rub
shoulders with the designers themselves! The
arcade is also know as Brisbane’s premier jewellery
destination, with 20 designers and retailers under
the one heritage-listed roof. From sparkling diamonds
and bespoke pieces to antique gems and cocktail
jewellery, you’ll find it hard not to leave Brisbane
Arcade without a sparkling new accessory.

GREEN WITH ENVY
Violent Green is proof that true cool kids don’t follow
the crowd. The boutique stocks a carefully curated
selection of respected and well-known labels from
home and abroad, many of which you won’t find
elsewhere, ensuring that your fashion choices
reflect your highly individual lifestyle.
1/105 ALBERT ST | 07 3003 0078

THE EYES HAVE IT
With a store that’s as
beautiful and quirky as
the stock it sells, Optiko
is a cult eyewear lover’s
dream. Here you will
find rare, vintage and
straight-up crazy specs.
TATTERSALL’S ARCADE,
VIA EDWARD ST
07 3012 8883

“People will stare.
Make it worth their while.”
Harry Winston
8|
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A CUT ABOVE
The dreamy aesthetics on offer at Verge Girl all look
like they have come straight from an Instagram flatlay – here you will find items that wouldn’t be out of
place on the streets of Los Angeles or at your favourite
music festival. Combining a youthful energy with
cutting-edge looks, Verge Girl has its finger on the
pulse of what’s trending both at home and overseas.
6/158 ADELAIDE ST | 07 3172 3479

BEST IN SHOW
Forget everything you thought you knew about retail
– Showroom is here to turn your perspective on its
head. Housed in a heritage downtown loft, Showroom
is stocked with an ever-rotating selection of topquality products and curios from the Australian
blogosphere’s favourite web-based brands. If you put
all of the best parts of a magazine, a retail space and
a gallery in a blender, the result would be a tall glass
of Showroom brilliance.
UPSTAIRS, 104 EDWARD ST

THIS IS LIVING
As a purveyor of
cutting-edge pieces
from globally forwardthinking brands,
Apartment stays two
moves ahead of the
game with killer stock.
1/105 ALBERT ST
07 3012 9725

BUSINESS BABE
For ladies seeking to
push the boundaries
of corporate wear,
400 Co. is a store
that specialises in
polished styles with
an exciting edge.

TO MARKET, TO MARKET
You may think that the market scene is
relegated to lazy suburban Sundays, but
Brisbane City is teeming with regular markets
that showcase everything from delicious food
to handmade goods. These market staples
have been kicking around The City for some
time and are loved by locals and visitors alike.
From 8am every Wednesday, Reddacliff
Place comes alive with the Jan Powers
Farmers Markets, serving up Brisbane’s
finest fresh produce – from paella to
pineapples, you’ll find it here.
Riverside at the Gardens is a trifecta of
market action, taking over the Brisbane City
Botanic Gardens on Sunday mornings to bring
a combined farmers, arts and craft, and streetfood market.
Held in King George Square, the quarterly
BrisStyle Twilight Market showcases more
than 80 local artisans specialising in quality
and handmade goods guaranteed to make
heads turn.
If you’re no stranger to the art of thrifting,
the Suitcase Rummage is a must-do. Setting
up shop in Brisbane Square on the first and
third Sunday of the month, traders sell their
kitschy cool vintage and second-hand goods
from – you guessed it – suitcases.

188 EDWARD ST
0412 916 804
#SHOPBRISBANECITY
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the finishing touch
The right accessory can take your outfit to the next level
– here’s where to find Brisbane City’s best.

MORE IS MORE
Fashion forward
and on-trend are
two terms that best
describe what you
will find at Lovisa. The
price point is super
affordable and the
range is impressive!
THE MYER CENTRE
0481 600 430

IT’S IN THE DETAILS
As one of the most
celebrated accessories
brands on the market,
Oroton stakes a claim
on providing luxurious
yet accessible goods
loaded with fine detail
and fun flourishes.
You can pick up
glamorous pieces
that don’t sacrifice
practicality.

ALL THAT GLITTERS

14A EDWARD ST

With more than 680 stunning charms in its
collection, Emma & Roe is all about self-expression.
The handcrafted charms can be worn individually
or layered up to create a statement look, with fun
and fresh designs that allow people to wear their
world on their wrist.

07 3221 9003

THE MYER CENTRE | 07 3229 1425

BRIGHT SPARK

LET’S KICK IT
Drawing inspiration from key runway looks
and street style combined, Betts is a company
that knows shoes inside out. Operating since
1892, there is more than a century’s worth of
knowledge and style at play in every collection.
125 QUEEN ST | 0400 881 730
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Mimco is all about
unique accessories
with plenty of
personality. The
brand readily admits
that it designs
respectfully for
desire, knowing that
a killer accessory
can tie a whole outfit
together. If you’re
after bright, bold and
sparkling, Mimco is
the place to find it.
QUEENSPLAZA
07 3229 9924

HIDDEN CHARMS
Through its journey from a local Danish jeweller to
an international phenomenon, Pandora has crafted
a reputation as a seriously iconic brand that still
hasn’t lost touch with its roots. The hand-finished
modern charms are a perfect accessory and seriously
addictive – good luck stopping at just one.
1/154 QUEEN ST & THE MYER CENTRE | 07 3211 4322

IF THE SHOE FITS
Wittner has been passionate about shoes for
a long time – since 1912 in fact! Over that time it
has mastered the art of delivering practical, quality
renditions of runway trends.
QUEENSPLAZA & THE MYER CENTRE | 07 3221 1078

FRAME ME

OUT OF THIS WORLD

Sick of boring and
basic frames? Bailey
Nelson has got your
back (or your eyes,
rather) – the stock
here is quirky and bold
but still offers plenty
of flattering styles for
all face shapes and
personal tastes.

If endless choice is what you crave, you’ll find it
at the Silver Jewellery Shop & Piercing Planet.
This store has the largest selection of body
jewellery in Australia – from navels to noses!

235 EDWARD ST

SHOP 5 ALBERT ST | 07 3210 2444

07 3220 0493

BAG IT UP

STATE OF GRACE

The vibe of Colette is focused
on two things – keeping on top
of what’s hot and making killer
accessories that won’t break the
bank. Taking inspiration from
catwalks and fashion capitals
around the world, Colette turns
out new interpretations of current
trends to keep it fresh.

With more than 20 years
in the jewellery game, it’s
no wonder Jan Logan’s
pieces have graced the
likes of Naomi Watts and
Jennifer Lopez – these
elegant designs will
never go out of style.

160 QUEEN ST | 07 3161 7529

07 3211 5255

133 ADELAIDE ST

#SHOPBRISBANECITY
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“There is so
much opportunity
here for growth,
especially for
those in the
creative field ...”

Meet Jasmine Dowling
With designs created for lust-worthy local and international fashion labels,
Brisbane hand letterer Jasmine Dowling is one seriously sought-after creative.
In the modern age, it’s not often
we are graced with the beauty of
hand-crafted design. Many of the
graphics we see around us are
digitally created, so it is a true breath
of fresh air when you stumble across
a graphic designer who embraces
the craft of hand lettering. Local
creative Jasmine Dowling is one
of those people.
Jasmine’s love of lettering began
at a young age – she proudly claims
she was the “queen of bubble
writing” in her primary school
class, and would often switch
up her handwriting depending
on her mood. Although she had
always enjoyed art classes and
experimenting on paper in her
formative years, Jasmine realised
while studying at university that
after years of designing digitally,
she had lost the art of designing
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by hand. “Lettering for me was
the easiest way to start illustrating,
but wasn’t as scary as portrait
illustration,” she reflects. “From
there I was self-taught by constantly
practising and experimenting
with materials, tools and my own
handwriting style”.
Chances are you’re familiar with
Jasmine’s unique hand lettering (just
look at the cover of Shop!). You may
have lusted over her own designs
of prints, calendars and stationery,
or noticed her collaborations with
a number of well-known brands
and businesses. Earlier this year,
Jasmine worked with international
retailer UNIQLO on the launch of its
flagship store, where she illustrated
the names of Brisbane icons and
landmarks for use on a large crane
in the middle of Queen Street
Mall. She has also been part of the

last two Christmas campaigns for
David Jones, creating bespoke
lettering that was used across the
entire campaign, from signage and
catalogues to advertising and gift
bags. When asked of her favourite
work achievement, Jasmine looks
to her work with David Jones.
“I don’t think I could beat the feeling
of walking around such a huge
retailer and seeing my work all
throughout,” she gushes. While many
of her prints, logos and stationery
are recreated digitally for these
projects, all of Jasmine’s lettering and
illustrations start as ink on paper –
no matter how big or small.
The young creative’s skill set
extends beyond just stunning
typography – she also styles,
photographs and creates content,
and curates her own blog. Jasmine
has worked with Sportsgirl to design

HAND-LETTERED CRANE
SCULPTURE CREATED FOR
THE UNIQLO OPENING IN
QUEEN STREET MALL.

a full sleepwear collection and
products to raise funds for
The Butterfly Foundation, and has
also created content for brands
such as Clinique and local jewellery
designer By Baby.
Rather than typical muses or
surroundings, Jasmine says her
work is inspired by the process of
creating in itself. “Anything that
means experimenting or juxtaposing
two processes or mediums really
inspires my work,” she remarks. “I
really enjoy when I get to take a
process that I use for one form of
creation such as lettering and take
that into photography, for example.”
Jasmine was born and bred in
Brisbane and, unlike many creatives
who make the move south or
overseas, she has no intention to
leave. When asked what keeps
her in our fine city, Jasmine has

nothing but praise. “I love that
there is always something new
happening, from new cafes to
small boutiques opening. Plus,
chances are you know of someone
who knows the person behind it.
There is so much opportunity here
for growth, especially for those
in the creative field”. So luckily
for us – despite Jasmine’s work
with a number of interstate and
international labels, businesses and
publications – we get to hold on
to her right here in Brisbane.
FAVOURITES ... SHOP Gorman

and Mecca Maxima EAT Greenglass
DRINK Felix For Goodness on a Friday
night TREAT YOURSELF Noosa
Chocolate Factory COFFEE Brew
TAKE A LOOK AT JASMINE’S
WORK AT JASMINEDOWLING.COM
#SHOPBRISBANECITY
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the guy’s got style

There’s more to life than shorts and a tee – here are
the best picks for men’s fashion in Brisbane City.

ROCK’N’ROLLA
Based in Melbourne,
Jack London is well
known for its British
and European modrocker vibes. There
is a distinct 1960s
edge to its tailoring
and style, keeping the
clothes classic but still
maintaining a modern
edge for dapper dudes.

UNVEILED
Forget fast fashion
– a trip to The
Cloakroom will
guarantee that
you walk away
with one-of-akind threads.
Since opening
its doors in 2007,
The Cloakroom
has garnered a
reputation for
the finest bespoke
garments that are
fully handmade
and cut from
scratch for each
person. The fabrics
are luxurious
and the tailoring
is superb.

133 ADELAIDE ST
07 3210 0823

KEEP IT LOCAL
Comfort meets style at M.J. Bale, where
men can shop looks from business to casual.
The quality here is second to none, with
founder Matt Jensen placing particular
importance on having great relationships
with Australian woolgrowers, Italian
weavers and Japanese tailors to create
the ultimate in menswear.
WINTERGARDEN | 07 3210 2929

215 ELIZABETH ST
07 3210 1515

THE HIGHEST CALIBRE

“Clothes mean
nothing until
someone lives
in them.”
Marc Jacobs
14 |
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German fashion house Hugo Boss is
synonymous with quality, taking the lead
as one of the world’s most respected
and trusted brands. At the company’s
core is a vision to epitomise authentic
and understated luxury by creating looks
that are both modern and refined.

Calibre founder Gary Zecevic may
not be a household name, but
that’s not his concern – the focus
of his brand is to create men’s
fashion of the highest quality that
encompasses signature elements
and inventive classicism. This is
a brand with a style all of its own
– from suits to leisurewear, you
can see the care in the garment.

188 EDWARD ST | 07 3012 7433

QUEENSPLAZA | 07 3211 1199

LIKE A BOSS

BIG COUNTRY

IN STITCHES

QUITE CONTRARY

Institchu is a store that is
focused on individuality
– the menswear wizards
here are all about that
made-to-measure life.
This is the place to
go if you’re a fan of
customisation – choose
from the collection
or design your own.

Featuring a curated
selection of local
and international
labels that all fall
under the fascinating
new-wave design
umbrella, Contra is the
place to go for clothes
that speak volumes
about your lifestyle.

112/180 QUEEN ST

1/144 ADELAIDE ST

07 3012 7730

07 3189 2601

Established in Adelaide
in 1932, R.M. Williams
is a true Australian icon.
With humble beginnings
in leather goods – its
boots are considered
some of the best and
most coveted in the
world – the brand has
expanded to also include
super-sturdy-yet-stylish
clothing, which nods to
its country origins.

FASHION MODE

1185/91 QUEEN ST

The gents at Elio
Moda are dedicated
to adding a touch
of European culture
into the everyday,
celebrating individuality
and effortless style.
The mantra of ‘live local,
think global’ is reflected
in the impeccably
tailored garments and
luxe fabrics on offer.

07 3211 1244

195 ELIZABETH ST
07 3211 3444

HISTORY’S BEST

Opulence is the standard at Mitchell Ogilvie.
As well as being the sole purveyors of some
of the finest luxury brands in Brisbane, Mitchell
Ogilvie houses the Canali boutique. There are
impeccable suits as far as the eye can see.

Originally setting up shop in London’s Jermyn Street
in 1898, T.M. Lewyn is one of the forefathers of tailormade custom suits. It was even the first to pioneer
button-down shirts! Although fashions have changed,
the core values of excellent craftsmanship, service
and value have remained what the brand is known
for. The in-house design team stays busy, turning out
more than 100 new shirt designs globally each month.

168 EDWARD ST | 07 3031 3888

2/235 EDWARD ST | 07 3106 5100

THE LUXE LIFE

#SHOPBRISBANECITY
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the luxe life

For those who appreciate the finer things in life, Brisbane
City is a treasure trove of high-end designer offerings.

NEW ROMANTICS
The iconic tastemakers
at Gucci continue to
redefine luxury, always
thinking two moves
ahead. For eclectic,
contemporary and
romantic designs
packed with detail,
this is the business.
190 EDWARD ST
1300 442 878

WELCOME TO THE PARIS END
From international heavyweight designers to
high-end independent boutiques, the offering
on Edward Street means the precinct is often
referred to as the Paris end of The City. Along
Edward Street, gents can find threads from
Ermenegildo Zegna and Rhodes & Beckett, while
ladies can indulge in goods from Longchamp and
Max Mara. Complete the look with luxe accessories
from Hermes and Tag Heuer. The chic QueensPlaza
shopping centre faces onto Edward Street and is
a haven for shoppers with a taste for the finer
things. You will find the likes of global goods from
Chanel, Tiffany & Co., Salvatore Ferragamo and
Georg Jensen while local luxe comes in the form
of Carla Zampatti and Alannah Hill.

“In order to be irreplaceable one
must always be different.”
Coco Chanel
16 |
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EUROPEAN GETAWAY
For service plus style, you can’t beat Urbbana. This
menswear boutique embraces traditional tailoring,
while taking influence from the modern Australian
lifestyle and paying homage to Mediterranean culture.
106 EDWARD ST | 07 3161 3959

STAMP OF STYLE
Boasting a monogram that is recognised worldwide,
Louis Vuitton has well and truly earned its place as
an international symbol of serious style status. From
iconic handmade luggage trunks to modern-day
handbags, Louis does it best.
QUEENSPLAZA | 1300 883 880

WRITE ALL ABOUT IT

DIAMOND DAYS
Parisians know a thing
or two about style,
and Cartier is proof –
aside from its iconic
jewellery offering and
famous penchant for
diamonds, the company
also crafts amazing
watches, perfumes and
prestigious accessories.

MOVING FORWARD
Beauty and innovation are
cornerstone values at Furla –
the designers here look to the
future while still staying grounded
in a solid past of time-honoured
Italian craftsmanship.
QUEENSPLAZA | 07 3221 9488

When it comes to the culture of
writing, Montblanc is a true leader
of the pack. Quality and traditional
craftsmanship are two values it
won’t compromise on, and this
is reflected in the fine offering of
writing instruments, timepieces,
leather goods and accessories.
171 EDWARD ST | 07 3221 7844

172 EDWARD ST
1800 130 000

LUXE ON A BUDGET
You don’t have to blow your budget to buy big
brands at Designer Archives – this hotspot’s
selection of resale designer items is a treasure trove.
WINTERGARDEN | 0455 563 655

FAMED FOR FLAIR

LONDON CALLING

Bulgari is instantly
synonymous with Italian
excellence – the brand
is well known for being
stylistically fearless
and striking.

Anchored in classic
British style and sensibility,
Burberry is a fashion
house coveted by many
– who could go past those
iconic trench coats and
distinctive check pattern?

QUEENSPLAZA

QUEENSPLAZA

Born from founder Stefano Canturi’s obsession
to reflect the spirit of our time, the jewels from
Canturi are truly wearable works of art.

07 3221 0809

07 3221 1344

206 EDWARD ST | 07 3021 9900

SHINE BRIGHT

#SHOPBRISBANECITY
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street style

Fashion photographer and Street Smith founder Liz Sunshine
took to the streets of Brisbane to find its most sartorial set.

HANNAH PARK
OCCUPATION
Events management
FAVE PLACE TO SHOP
400 Co.
FAVE PLACE TO EAT
Moo Moo

GEORGIA HOGG

HAMISH MCALISTER

OCCUPATION
Dentist

OCCUPATION
Retail assistant

FAVE PLACE TO EAT
Madame Wu

FAVE PLACE TO SHOP
Apartment

FAVE PLACE TO SHOP
Zimmermann

FAVE PLACE TO EAT
Noosa Chocolate Factory

COURTNEY MINTER
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CLARE CROWLEY

OCCUPATION
Student

OCCUPATION
Retail assistant
and student

FAVE PLACE TO SHOP
Seed

FAVE PLACE TO SHOP
David Jones

FAVE PLACE TO EAT
Riverbar & Kitchen

FAVE PLACE TO EAT
Felix for Goodness

HELEN PRICE
OCCUPATION
Barista and
retail assistant

CAITLIN KIERNAN
OCCUPATION
Office manager

FAVE PLACE TO EAT
Strauss

FAVE PLACE TO SHOP
Zara

FAVE PLACE TO SHOP
Violent Green
and Apartment

FAVE PLACE TO EAT
Eagle Street Pier

LILY LAN
OCCUPATION
Student

JAN PHOPRADIT
OCCUPATION
Student

FAVE PLACE TO SHOP
Zara, H&M and
QueensPlaza

FAVE PLACE TO EAT
Jimmy’s on the Mall

FAVE PLACE TO EAT
New Shanghai

FAVE PLACE TO SHOP
Queen Street Mall

STELLA HEKE
OCCUPATION
Student

CHRIS RISELEY
OCCUPATION
Retail assistant
FAVE PLACE TO SHOP
Jack London
FAVE PLACE TO EAT
The Bagel Boys

FAVE PLACE TO SHOP
Zara
FAVE PLACE TO EAT
Sushi Edo, Elizabeth Street

STREET SMITH SHOWCASES THE BEST IN
STREET STYLE FROM AROUND MELBOURNE.
SEE MORE AT STREETSMITH.COM.AU
#SHOPBRISBANECITY
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pamper me, please
Shopping can be hard work! Take the time to treat yourself
to some pure indulgence at these body and beauty spots.

MAKE-UP MAGIC
Born in Brisbane as the brainchild of local beauty
therapist Fiona Neale, Issada has grown into an
international phenomenon that has taken Hollywood
and beyond by storm. Starting as a range of precision
brushes, the Issada brand now includes premium
beauty products that will have your face looking
camera-ready all day long – even Angelina Jolie
and Kate Moss are fans.

Perhaps one of life’s greatest pleasures is gliding
into the salon to get your nails done and the team
at Liquid Nail Bar does not disappoint. Offering
services such as manicures, acrylics, spa pedicures
and Shellac, your digits will be in tip-top condition
and looking super fine after a visit to Liquid.

188 EDWARD ST | 07 3211 2202

MACARTHUR CENTRAL

LOOKING SHARP

THE PERFECT ARCH
If you’ve been a victim
of over plucking or scalding
hot wax, you will be
relieved to know there’s
an alternative – Get
Threaded uses the ancient
art of threading to keep
your eyebrows looking chic.
QUEENSPLAZA

CATER TO YOU
Taking up residence on the fourth floor of Brisbane’s
super-schmick Marriott Hotel, the Dome Spa Retreat
is the ultimate destination for maximum relaxation.
With views that overlook the Brisbane River, Dome
has the added advantage of granting its patrons
exclusive use of the Marriott pool, spa and sauna
both before and after treatments. From the moment
you step out of The City and into the signature fluffy
white robe and slippers, the Dome therapists will
consult with you to discover exactly what your body
needs. For an extra treat, you can even book in for a
champagne high tea post-treatment. How heavenly!
MARRIOTT HOTEL, 515 QUEEN ST | 07 3833 1300
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1300 797 122

CELEBRITY SKIN
The award-winning
Stephanies Spa Retreat is
an oasis tucked away in
Sofitel Brisbane Central,
offering up luxury treatments
for locals in the loop. It even
hosts visiting celebrity guests
on the regular.
SOFITEL, 249 TURBOT ST
07 3221 8800

NO FABLE
The Aesop objective is to create skin, hair
and body products of the finest quality.
Boasting a fiercely independent approach
to research and development, the luxury
goods on offer at Aesop will have your
body saying thank you from the inside
out. The staff is expertly trained to help
customers discover their ideal beauty
regime, so take advantage.
QUEENSPLAZA, 153 ADELAIDE ST
07 3229 1337

THE SCIENCE OF BEAUTY

CONQUER YOUR COSMETICS

Have you been searching for
that perfect in-between shade
of lipstick? The hunt is over –
The Lip Lab lets patrons get
creative with custom-blended
shades and formulas loaded
with sass.

You might be familiar with a man named
Napoleon Perdis – this gent is responsible
for creating the eponymous cosmetics
brand packed with cult classics that people
love. This concept store has staff on hand
not only to guide you in the right direction
of what’s going to look fabulous, but also to
teach you how to apply products like a pro.

59 ADELAIDE ST | 07 3210 2793

243 EDWARD ST | 07 3233 6111

PAMPER PILGRIMAGE
Beauty junkies are spoiled for
choice when it comes to the Mecca
experience – offering two unique
concepts, the Mecca name is
well-known in beauty circles. Mecca
Cosmetica focuses on a luxury
experience, taking on a boutiquestyle approach with in-house experts
providing insider advice. Mecca
Maxima is the big sister, stocking
a mammoth range of more than
100 brands from both Australia and
overseas – pick up a basket and snap
up items from the likes of Smashbox,
NARS and Urban Decay just to name
a few. Either way, you’re in for a treat
– nab fresh new tools and the knowhow to use them at Mecca.

FRESH FOREVER

WINTERGARDEN & QUEENSPLAZA

If you like your beauty products with a side
of conscience, Lush is the place to get them.
Known worldwide for its tireless efforts as
a company that fights animal testing, Lush
has an extensive product range that goes
the extra mile to stay cruelty-free. As soon
as you approach The Myer Centre shopfront,
you’ll be delighted by irresistible smells and
products that look good enough to eat.
Everything is ethical and packaged in ways
that even Mother Nature would approve of.

07 3012 9341 | 07 3221 2223

THE MYER CENTRE | 07 3210 2888
#SHOPBRISBANECITY
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bring it home

Giving feels good – from out-there pieces to designer
keepsakes, you’ll find something for everyone on your list.

WALK WITH GIANTS
The bright, bold and
innovative resin jewellery
that comes out of
Dinosaur Designs is
guaranteed to turn
heads. Every piece is
handcrafted, making
for unique one-off
treasures that pop.
WINTERGARDEN
07 3210 1230

HUNTING FOR STYLE
For those into all things hide, Hunt Leather is an
absolute delight. The team has done the hunting (ha!)
to source the very best in high-quality leather goods
and accessories from brands such as Longchamp,
Il Bisonte, Lupo and Rimowa to name a few. Hunt
also stocks its own exclusive collections.
TATTERSALL’S ARCADE | 07 3221 8667

MUSIC TO MY EARS
Boasting the title of Queensland’s oldest and largest
independently owned and operated record store,
Rocking Horse Records is full of sonic gems.
245 ALBERT ST | 07 3229 5360

IT’S EASY BEING GREEN
For gifts with a conscience,
you can’t go past Biome.
This eco-friendly haven is
packed with awesome gift
ideas that won’t put a strain
on the planet, sourcing local
Australian stock whenever
possible. From skincare to
homewares, it’s good to be
green at Biome.
33 ADELAIDE ST | 07 3211 3311

TOUGH AS NAILS
The Melbourne-based designers from Crumpler are
sticklers for quality and functionality, making bags
and luggage that are built to last. Besides looking
super schmick, everything is stress tested to ensure
top quality – no chance of a snapped strap here.
The design team has thought of every avoidable
carrying problem so you don’t have to.
156 ADELAIDE ST | 07 3229 8416
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“Presents are made for
the pleasure of who gives
them, not the merits of
who receives them.”
Carlos Ruiz Zafón

IT’S ALL FUN AND GAMES
If you’re after fun finds that are also a bit brainy,
Mind Games is a one-stop shop with presents for
all ages. Puzzles, brainteasers and classic titles are
all up for grabs in Australia’s leading specialty games
store, as well as the latest international games and
crazes. Who doesn’t love a bit of Uno?
THE MYER CENTRE | 07 3210 6970

NEST OF GIFTS

RAD READS

Walking out of Pigeonhole empty-handed is
darn near impossible – this is a gift shop that
strikes a perfect balance between vintage and
contemporary, stocking interesting trinkets
and an eclectic range of unique treasures.

From gorgeous
coffee-table finds
to an extensive range
of literature, Folio
Books is a haven for
all book lovers.

WINTERGARDEN | 07 3012 9483

133 MARY ST
07 3210 0500

ART ATTACK

WATCH OUT

This isn’t your ordinary arts and crafts store –
Ironlak’s flagship Brisbane digs are packed to
the brim with products for artists of all disciplines.
The walls are a work of art, too!

Everybody knows a Swatch watch – the Swiss brand
is a go-to for truly original and innovative designs.
These timepieces are loaded with character – they
make the perfect gift for those people who have
everything, and have a great selection for kids.

62 QUEEN ST | 07 3211 3224

THE MYER CENTRE | 07 3003 0391
#SHOPBRISBANECITY
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start it right

Shopping on an empty stomach can only lead to heartache
– fuel up for the day at these top coffee and brunch spots.

ART AND ESPRESSO
Serving up delicious brews with a side of good
vibes is Duce & Co., a little ray of sunshine tucked
underground on Edward Street. The walls are
adorned with a rotating selection of work from
local artists, adding to the cosy atmosphere.
Pouring delicious Bare Bones Espresso roasted
in neighbouring Fortitude Valley, the baristas
here really know their stuff. The menu offers up
easy takeaway options and more substantial
bites if you’d rather sit and stay a while.
271 EDWARD ST | 0414 831 995

KEEP IT STACKED
Here’s one for the early birds (or night owls) –
Pancake Manor boasts 24-hour trade, serving up
stacks of golden fluffy goodness piled high with all
of the trimmings. If for some bizarre reason you don’t
want to partake in the ‘cakes, there is a huge range
of alternative options and breakfast favourites on the
menu. You can even get a steak if you’re so inclined.
18 CHARLOTTE ST | 07 3221 6433

LITTLE ITALY
It doesn’t get much more authentic than Marchetti,
tucked neatly into the gorgeous surrounds of
Tattersall’s Arcade. The petite Italian cafe and wine
bar is inspired by the standing espresso bars of
Europe, serving up mouth-watering pastries and
aromatic Allpress coffee. You can even treat yourself
to the best affogato this side of the Equator.

RIGHT IN THE MIDDLE

TATTERSALL’S ARCADE, VIA EDWARD ST

Jimmy’s on the Mall is the perfect spot to sit and
watch the world go by from the middle of Queen
Street Mall, serving fancied-up versions of classic
fare 24/7 to keep all tastes happy around the clock.

07 3003 1344

QUEEN STREET MALL | 07 3077 7126
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COLLECTOR’S ITEM

IT’S ALL GOOD

Featuring award-winning brews and food to die for, Coffee Anthology is
the Monday to Saturday spot for serious bean-lovers. With a name that’s
inspired by the art of curating and collecting, the selection of coffee on
offer here stays true to this ethos – blends from all around the country
are on high rotation, ensuring that even the most discerning coffee
snobs will be impressed. Cafe review site Beanhunter awarded Coffee
Anthology as the best place in Australia to get a cup of joe in 2016,
beating out cafes in Sydney and Melbourne to take the top honours.

Recharge from the
hustle and bustle of
Queen Street Mall at
Felix For Goodness.
The light-filled space
and wholesome
organically sourced
seasonal menu are sure
to add a dose of calm
to your city adventure.

126 MARGARET ST | 07 3210 1881

50 BURNETT LN

BUILD ME UP

07 3161 7966

After a serious facelift in 2014,
Brisbane Square welcomed
the bright and buzzing Cafe
Brisbane into the family.
Serving up fresh and healthy
breakfast dishes, the cafe also
allows patrons the option to
build their own breakfast from
a delicious selection of sides –
more room for all of the stuff
you love!

“Sometimes I’ve
believed as many as
six impossible things
before breakfast.”
Lewis Carroll

266 GEORGE ST | 07 3003 1051

SECRET GARDEN
A charming heritage-listed curator’s cottage in
the City Botanic Gardens, The Gardens Club
is a profit-for-purpose cafe and events space
with a seasonal fresh menu that celebrates
Queensland agriculture.
75 GARDENS POINT RD | 07 3012 9606
#SHOPBRISBANECITY
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let’s do lunch

Take a break from shopping up a storm and fill your belly with the best eats in Brisbane City.

FROM THE HEART
Bellissimo! The
European eats on
offer at Pane e Vino
stick to time-honoured
traditions, resulting
in delicious Italian
dishes that could have
come straight from
Nonna’s kitchen.
124 ALBERT ST

CALIFORNIA LOVE

07 3220 0044

California, here we come! Master Tom’s is a bustling
oasis that serves up delicious sandwiches, coffee,
burgers and beer on tap. Nab a cabana seat and
embrace the tropical-cool digs.
CNR ALBERT & MARGARET STS | 07 3012 9575

PASTA PLEASE
IN YOUR COURT
Whether you want to grab a bite to go so
you can maximise shopping time or take your
lunch away to a lush green park, the food
courts in The City dish out some amazing eats.
QueensPlaza is packed with fresh options such
as Snag Stand and Soul Origin, and MacArthur
Central has wholesome offerings including
Cabina Cocina and Jamaica Blue. Patrons of
the Wintergarden can treat themselves to fresh
eats from Ms Chi Q, Green Bean, Dumpling
Republic and more. The Myer Centre boasts a
huge offering of favourites from all around the
globe including Salsa’s Mexican, NeNe Chicken,
Hakataya Ramen and Abra Wraps.
226 QUEEN ST | 255 QUEEN ST
171–209 QUEEN ST | 91 QUEEN ST
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If one of the world’s most loved chefs started it,
you know it’s good. Jamie Oliver’s Brisbane branch
of Jamie’s Italian doesn’t disappoint, serving pasta
to perfection as well as a range of hearty mains and
antipasto for days.
237 EDWARD ST | 07 3144 3000

LATIN LOVE
For authentic Latin
street food that packs a
flavour punch, Comuna
Cantina is the business.
With a menu boasting
black brioche tortas,
tasty tacos and frozen
margaritas, it’s a spice
party built around fun.
ALBERT LN
07 3211 4585

top treats

Snack on tasty bites for all appetites – we won’t judge.

PUCKER UP

GET HANDSY

PANNED OUT

CAKE IT AWAY

For delicious and
nourishing acai bowls,
smoothies and coffee,
Kiss the Berry is a onestop shop for goodness.
The food is (almost)
too pretty to eat – very
Insta-worthy.

If you’re thinking
handmade Belgian
chocolates and a darn
fine cup of joe to wash
them down, Coffee and
Chocolate is a must-try.
We dare you to stop
at one truffle!

The Noosa Chocolate
Factory has a
smorgasbord of fruit
and nuts smothered in
hand-panned chocolate,
ideal for a decadent
treat or a wonderful gift.
144 ADELAIDE ST &

You should always leave
room for dessert, and
Dello Mano is proof.
The luxury chocolate
brownies are the stuff
of legend, and the
premium cakes are
to die for.

1/99 CREEK ST

QUEENSPLAZA

345 QUEEN ST

TATTERSALL’S ARCADE

07 3220 3491

07 3229 7799

1300 720 668

07 3210 1168

LET’S GO COCO
Pure, nutritious and
raw are three words
that drive the Coco
Bliss offering – for
those keen to indulge
in all of the delicious
taste minus the guilt,
this is the place to
get your fix.

IN A MOMENT
Using the finest
ingredients sourced
from around the world,
the team at Chocolate
Moments takes its
craft seriously. The
handcrafted coverture
delicacies are so fresh
that they melt in your
mouth and the selection
of traditional candy will
give you a hard time
making decisions.

If you’ve got a
hankering for
some interesting
international candy,
Chocolate Boulevard
will satisfy that sweet
curiosity in a flash.

Having garnered
a reputation as
some of the best
baked goods in
Brisbane, I Heart
Brownies uses pure
ingredients and
keeps the fuss to
a minimum. The
result? Perfect gooey
brownies, every day.

117 ADELAIDE ST

THE MYER CENTRE

WINTERGARDEN

07 3211 1100

07 3229 1919

WINTERGARDEN

SWEET STREET

MADE WITH LOVE

#SHOPBRISBANECITY
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winner dinner

Whether you’re keen for a delicious meal or the best tipples
in town, the offerings in Brisbane City are world class.
Image: saké

OUR HOUSE
Modern Australian
dining has never
looked so good –
The Croft House offers
a bar-centric bistro
experience, serving
up quality eats that
have been designed to
share. Bring the crew!
95 CHARLOTTE ST
07 3224 3549

ROOM WITH A VIEW

CULINARY CREATIONS
Sydney favourite Fratelli Fresh Pizzeria has made its way
to Brisbane, serving up mouth-watering pizzas – with a
twist. Here you can create your own pizza to suit your
taste, choosing from a number of gourmet toppings.
EAGLE STREET PIER, 2/45 EAGLE ST

TASTY PHO SURE
Luke Nguyen’s Fat Noodle
is an Asian-fusion dining
hall with a home-style
twist. The eats on offer
are all inspired by
Luke’s upbringing and
traditional family
recipes, including the
20-hour Fat Pho
Noodles that are made
for slurping gleefully.
TREASURY CASINO,
QUEEN ST | 07 3306 8888
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Whether you’re down for a high-class feast or a chill
evening of drinks and beats, Eagle Street is the place to
be. With a number of food options boasting absolutely
breathtaking views out over the Brisbane River and
Story Bridge, this is a spot that impresses on many
levels. For big groups keen for beer and German fare,
Bavarian Bier Café is a winner. Mr & Mrs G has a cocktail
selection that is second to none, and Bar Pacino’s
casual chic vibe suits all occasions. There are also
a number of long-standing institutions with some
serious credentials behind them – Matt Moran’s modern
Australian ARIA, chef-hatted esquire, innovative Asian
saké and the fine Italian Il Centro all stake a reputation
on serving up some of the most amazing food in
Australia. For modern Asian fare that will blow you
away, Madame Wu is a must-do.

“Pull up a chair. Take a
taste. Come join us. Life is
so endlessly delicious.”
Ruth Reichl

Image: Super Whatnot

DOWN THE LANE
WHISKED AWAY
If it’s delicious and you can drink it, you
will find it at The Gresham. This oldschool saloon is literally packed to the
rafters with premium spirits, and the staff
put up a damn fine cocktail.
308 QUEEN ST | 0466 726 593

Burnett Lane is like your favourite superhero,
leading a double life full of surprises, just waiting
to be discovered. Brought to you by Simon
Livingston, The Survey Co. is a bistro with a
difference. The epicurean food still has a rustic touch,
and the venue has an atmosphere perfect for a
sneaky long lunch or after-work drinks that wind into
dinner. The small-but-mighty Super Whatnot bar
is filled to the brim with tantalising beverage options.
There’s a rotating range of craft beers, boutique
wines, classic and original cocktails, and gourmet
American-style snacks. Brew seamlessly transforms
from a coffee house in the morning to a brewhouse in
the evening. Treat yourself to coffee and a muffin or
a cold beer and tapas, depending on the time of day.
THE SURVEY CO | 07 3012 8725
SUPER WHATNOT | 07 3210 2343
BREW | 07 3211 4242

SKY-HIGH STYLE

FRESH IS BEST

Boasting one of the most breathtaking views in
Brisbane, Sixteen Antlers is a rooftop bar with
serious kick – the cocktail selection will have you
giddier than the 16-storey height.
PULLMAN BRISBANE, CNR ANN & ROMA STS

The Laneway really walks the talk when it comes
to freshness – herbs are grown in-house and there’s
a beehive on the roof for honey! Delicious innovative
cocktails are the specialty here, with an emphasis
on drinking for the experience as well as the taste.

07 3222 1180

181 MARY ST | 07 3229 2271
#SHOPBRISBANECITY
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visitor essentials
PARKING
Parking in The City can be both simple and costeffective. Enjoy $5 parking options on afternoons,
evenings and weekends, plus discounted rates
round the clock for pre-booking online. Key car
park providers include Brisbane City Council,
Secure Parking and The Myer Centre.
More information on parking is available at
bnecity.com.au/parking or on individual car
park provider websites.
PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Getting to the CBD couldn’t be easier, with numerous
transport hubs just a few minutes’ walk from Queen
Street Mall. If you’re arriving by train, both Central
Railway Station and Roma Street Railway Station are
a stone’s throw from The City’s heart, while a scenic
cross-river stroll from South Brisbane Railway Station
will link you straight to the top of Queen Street Mall.

SMOKING RESTRICTIONS
The Queen Street Mall precinct is proudly a
smoke-free destination. As of 1 September 2016,
smoking is prohibited on Queen Street between
George and Edward Streets, and Albert Street
between Elizabeth and Adelaide Streets.
VISITOR INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE
Whether you’re interested in tour bookings,
event information, maps or general advice, the
award-winning Brisbane Information Centre on
the Queen Street Mall can help. Open seven days
in the heritage-listed Regent Theatre, the centre
is staffed by a dedicated team of locals who
are ready to spill Brisbane’s best-kept secrets.
The Myer Centre and QueensPlaza also have
customer service/concierge desks with team
members happy to assist where possible.

By bus, you can jump off at countless CBD stops
including King George Square Bus Station, Queen
Street Bus Station, Cultural Centre Bus Station and
Brisbane Transit Centre on Roma Street.
Plan your journey using TransLink’s Journey
Planner at translink.com.au or phone 13 12 30.
BANKS
The CBD is home to all major banks including ANZ,
Bank of Queensland, Commonwealth Bank, NAB
and Westpac, with multiple branches and ATMs
conveniently located across The City. For locations
and information, visit your bank’s website.
FREE WI-FI
Brisbane City Council is proud to offer free
wi-fi access in the Brisbane CBD, including
major landmarks King George Square and Post
Office Square. The wi-fi service is available 24
hours a day, seven days a week. To connect,
simply search your wireless networks on a wi-fi
enabled device, select ‘Brisbane Free Wi-Fi’ and
read and accept the terms and conditions.
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FREE FUN
If you (or your credit card) need to take
five, there are a number of free activities
available to CBD visitors year-round. Take
a free guided tour of the iconic City Hall
in King George Square and feed your
cultural cravings with a visit to Museum
of Brisbane (museumofbrisbane.com.au).
The City Centre Heritage Trail is also well
worth a look, taking in more than 25 of The
City’s points of interest including The Regent
Theatre, Anzac Square and the Cathedral of St
Stephen. More information on this self-guided
tour is available at brisbane.qld.gov.au.
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